
Family Sculpture Hunt
Search for these intriguing sculptures using the visitor map and pictures.  

After you find them, try each activity. Have fun!

Mad Mom by Tom Otterness

Stand like Mad Mom and then change your arms to  show a different 
mood. Now make a funny face and imagine her smiling.Think about 
how gestures affect the meaning of figurative sculptures. 

Cabin Creek by Deborah Butterfield

Describe the different parts of this horse. What are they made of?  
(Hint: look at the label and get a big surprise.) Did you know this artist 
creates primarily female horses? Gallop around like one of her horses.

Beast XVI by Lynn Chadwick

What makes this creature look beast-like? 
Which is the head and which is the tail?  
Make your best beast sound.

Five Lines Diagonal Jointed II by George Rickey

Did you know sculpture that moves is called kinetic sculpture?  
Straighten your arms and make them move like the sculpture.  
Does the sculpture move like the trees behind it? 

Aria by Alexander Liberman

An aria is a melody sung by one voice. 
Lie down under the sculpture and sing your favorite song.  
Look for parts of the sculpture that remind you of music.



Julia by Keith Haring

Pose like Julia. Pretend she is a dancer and can jump very high.  
How high can you jump?  Now think about how the sculptor 
made her look round even though the pieces are flat.

King and Queen by David Nash

Which is the king and which is the queen?  
How do you know with so few details?  
Bow or curtsy to the king and queen!

I, you, she or he by Jaume Plensa

Why do you think these figures are made out of letters?  
Find the letter that your name starts with.  
Can you spell your whole name?

Column of the Free Spirit by Richard Hunt

What part of this sculpture symbolizes a free spirit?  
Raise your arms in the air and shout something joyful.  
Celebrate yourself!

Spider by Louise Bourgeois

Describe this spider in detail as you walk around it.  
Does she look menacing or nurturing? How do you know it’s a female?  
Move as she might move.

Thank you for visiting today.
When you get home, make up a story using some or all of these sculptures.

Two Indeterminate Lines by Bernar Venet

Can you see that there are two separate lines?  
Find a spot on the grass and do somersaults or twirl 
like the sculpture. Don’t get dizzy!


